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Abstract
The four points which are the message of this paper are as follows: (i) ontological
clock slow-down, downstairs in gravity; (ii) ontological rest-mass decrease, downstairs in
gravity; (iii) ontological size increase, downstairs in gravity; and (iv) ontological charge
decrease, downstairs in gravity. The simplest proofs of these partially unfamiliar results are
sketched and their far-reaching consequences pointed at.
Keywords: Completed equivalence principle, Max Abraham, Global constancy of c,
Neutron stars, Quasars, Black-hole unchargedness, String theory confirmed, Hawking
radiation refuted
Introduction
Use of the word “ontological” in the context of the “relativity” theory of Einstein
appears paradoxical. Nevertheless Einstein himself frequently expressed the need for a better
name. Here the word is used, not as the ultimate umbrella for the theory as a whole but only
for four basic elements of the theory, three of them new, which are shown to deserve this
intimidating epithet.
First Case in Point: Gravitational Clock-Slow down
Assume an upstairs floor and a downstairs floor to be equally strongly accelerated in
gravity – a plausible idealization. Then this situation can be transposed onto a constantacceleration rocketship of matching height travelling in empty outer space – a situation
governed by the rules of special relativity. Einstein worked out this idea in some detail in his
first paper on gravity in 1907 [A. Einstein, 1989], as is well known, cf. [A. Pais, 1982].
Following this logic, one finds that whenever a light ray from the rear end arrives
upstairs at the tip of the rocketship, the point of arrival has – during the flight time of the
photon in question – picked up additional speed. Hence the emitted light predictably arrives
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upstairs, redshifted. Therefore the locally normal ticking rate of clocks and atoms,
downstairs, appears slowed-down from the point of view of an upstairs observer. The reason
is a constant backwards-receding motion of the point of origin of the clock ticks relative to
upstairs, a motion which paradoxically leaves the pertinent distance unchanged. The latter
fact distinguishes the present situation from an equally strongly receding case in “special
relativity without acceleration.”
This earliest deductive result in gravitation theory can be called “ontological” – that
is, belonging to a maximally real, hands-on reality (“ón” with a long “o” means “really
being” in ancient Greek). The reason for the legitimate applicability of this term lies in the
fact that an upper-level clock, if brought down and then back up again, predictably presents
an objective deficit in the number of ticks performed in the meantime, when placed side by
side with a stationary twin clock. This “vertical” – or synonymously “gravitational” – twins
paradox, although straightforward and not infrequently mentioned on physics blogs (cf.
[yuiop (an anonymous author), 2008]), is rarely to be found in the literature [M. Schön, 2009]
– an observation which may have to do with the fact that Einstein never mentioned the
gravitational twin paradox explicitly. The vertical twin paradox nevertheless represents the
most astounding implication of his seminal paper of 1907 [A. Einstein, 1989] which, as he
used to say, reflects the “happiest thought of my life” – the insight that in free fall you are
weightless so that the laws of the special theory of relativity automatically apply. Newton
had come across the same weightlessness [T. Damour, 1987], but Einstein was privileged to
see that a novel formalism – the theory of special relativity – can be applied here which fact
can be used to unravel the mystery of gravity.
Einstein’s flash of insight proves miraculously powerful. The ultimate reason: It
derives an asymmetry from a symmetry, the symmetry of special relativity:

The upper

clocks tick faster relative to the lower clocks while the lower clocks tick slower relative to the
upper clocks.

This is almost miraculous since in special relativity proper, when the other

clock ticks more slowly relative to the first (if one is on that side), the first likewise ticks
more slowly relative to the other (if one is on the other side). Owing to this perfect
symmetry, rest mass is an invariant in special relativity as is well known: only “total mass”
(including the kinetic energy of motion) is a function of the relative velocity.
The “equivalence principle” – as Einstein called the equivalence between an extended
long rocketship and a standing tower in gravity – represents a unique mental puzzle. So
many back and forth “perspective changes” had never been made in science before (cf. [G.H.
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Mead, 1934]). Therefore, it does not come as a surprise perhaps if further corollaries – three
of them – can be found in Einstein’s happiest thought.
Second Case in Point: Gravitational Rest-mass Change
Since the red-shifted photons arriving from below are not redshifted on emission
downstairs, everything is normal there.

In particular, the local photons remain inter-

transformable into material particles down there. Take a local event of positronium creation
and/or annihilation as an example. This well-known phenomenon from Quantum Electro
Dynamics (QED) implies that, along with the reduced energy of the locally emitted photons,
relative to upstairs, all other masses that are locally at rest besides a rare positronium atom
must likewise be reduced by the redshift factor valid for the locally emitted photons
compared to upstairs.
This corollary to the gravitational redshift law was inaccessible at the time the
equivalence principle was found.

It has in the meantime quite often been spotted by

aficionados who for their being non-specialists would, on encountering resistance, often get
caught up in a misleading polemic with the scientific establishment [R. Hatch, 1992]. For a
learned paper in general relativity which arrives at the same “redshift-proportional
gravitational rest-mass change,” see [R.J. Cook, 2009] (cf. [O.E. Rossler, 2012]).
Third Case in Point: Gravitational Size-change
Since the wavelength of all locally emitted photons is increased downstairs by the
relative redshift factor valid there compared to upstairs (first point), and since simultaneously
all masses that are locally at rest down there are reduced by the relative redshift factor
(second point), it follows that all locally normal-appearing lengths downstairs increase by the
relative redshift factor. For the described mass decrease (second point) has due to quantum
mechanics the effect of a proportional local size increase. This fact follows directly from the
“Bohr radius formula” of modern quantum mechanics under careful analysis, cf. [O.E.
Rossler, 2012].
This size change result could not possibly be spotted in 1907 because quantum
mechanics did not exist yet. Einstein therefore was forced to sacrifice the global constancy of
the speed of light c – his most astounding original finding – to retain only a “local constancy”
of c [A. Einstein, 1989]. For he had to assume that length remains basically unchanged
downstairs in accordance with what holds true in special relativity proper, which only knows
of a Lorentz contraction but of no size expansion. The consequence was the non-numbered
equation following Eq. (32b) in the 1907 paper [A. Einstein, 1989], which says that the speed
of light c is reduced down there by the local redshift factor.
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On the other hand, the “rescuing” size change proposed here contains an Achilles’
heel at first sight: It is at variance with the fact that in special relativity proper, lateral
distances remain unchanged. Therefore the lateral size change, implicit in the isotropic size
change just described, must somehow be prevented from being manifest when looking down
on it from above. In other words, c is bound to appear “creeping” in the transversal
directions downstairs when looked at from above, as Einstein had noticed. Does c indeed
decrease transversely downstairs?
The resolution of the paradox follows from a look at the “Lorentz contraction” of
special relativity. The contraction there applies only in the longitudinal direction as is well
known – transversal directions appear unaffected. However, this visible anisotropy does not
cause a Lorentz-contracted object to become non-isotropic in its own frame:
isotropy is “masked” in the transversal direction.

the local

The same thing occurs with the

gravitational size change: the isotropically expanded object, present downstairs, appears
laterally non-expanded when looked at from above – so the light only appears to be creeping
when watched from above.

This in 1907 unresolved fact – that c only appears to be

manifestly reduced in the transversal directions downstairs – caused Einstein to stop
publishing on gravitation for 4 years. He only returned in 1911, after his good friend
Ehrenfest had engaged him in a discussion about the, on the face of it related, problem of the
rotating disk.
Fourth Case in Point: Gravitational Charge-change
All masses locally at the rest downstairs are reduced as we saw (second point).
However, the charge/mass ratio is necessarily locally conserved.

This follows from

Einstein’s principle that the laws of nature are the same in every inertial system, so that
special relativity holds true in gravity for every locally at rest (or freshly released-into-free
fall) body.

As a consequence, the charge of every local electron (and quark, etc.) is

ontologically reduced by the redshift factor in parallel to its ontologically reduced mass.
This last result is the most astounding one of the Einsteinian “gang of four” since the
law of charge conservation stood unchallenged for almost two centuries. The ColoradoSprings school [R.J. Cook, 2009] explicitly supports the Tübingen school in this regard in an
addendum, cf. [O.E. Rossler, 2012]. There rarely existed a more exciting situation in the
history of Einstein’s theory. The present fourth point, if correct, can be called the “happiest
corollary” to Einstein’s happiest thought.
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Discussion
Einstein’s seminal 1907 insight in the theory of gravity – the gravitational clock
slowdown – got quadrupled into a four-leafed clover. Even the first leaf thereby acquired a
new strength. The newly implied fact that c is globally constant means that Einstein’s
breakthrough has become even greater after more than a century.
Quantitatively speaking, the “Einstein redshift factor” proves applicable in all 4 cases,
either in the numerator or the denominator. This factor reads ( 1 + ϕ c 2 ) in Einstein’s paper
for the gravitational clock slowdown (the mentioned expression following his Eq.32b, with
the Greek letter phi stands for the gravitational potential [A. Einstein, 1989]). Why is this
simple 4-tiered fact not well-known? It may have to do with Einstein’s “battle-of-giants”
with Max Abraham. Abraham had challenged Einstein in 1912 to return to his main
discovery, the universal constancy of the speed of light c [M. Abraham, 1912]. But Einstein
realized that if he tried doing so, as he had done on and off in vain for 4 years, this would
sidetrack him from finishing the general theory of relativity which he had begun to
conceive. The choice made proves wise in retrospect because the omission involved (the fact
that c is globally constant) does not detract from the overwhelming power of the finished
theory of general relativity. The most fundamental equation derived from the latter – the
Schwarzschild metric – is fully consistent with the new global constancy of c (where it was
first spotted [O.E. Rossler, 2012]).
Nevertheless the prospect that not all derived implications of the finished Einstein
equation may show the same compatibility with the new global constancy of c, is a reason for
unease in the scientific community. Almost all specialists in general relativity reserve
judgment for 5 years. (Early immediately refuted criticism on the web – by G.W. Bruhn,
Darmstadt, and H. Nicolai, Potsdam – go unrepeated in the scientific literature.) The caution
shown is not surprising: if the above results hold water, they amount to a minor “scientific
revolution” in the sense of Thomas Kuhn. For the same reason, they are likely not to survive,
of course. Some implications show how much current wisdom is affected if they survive:
First, the famous “wormholes” across time and space implicit in general relativity
cease to form an open passage – if it is true that passing through in short proper time (as
remains possible) takes an infinite amount of outside time on either side.

Second,

longitudinal gravitational waves (which Einstein had put into doubt himself) vanish – if c is
globally constant. Third, some later-obtained solutions to the Einstein equation (like the
Reissner-Nordström and the Kerr-Newman metric) lose their physical validity – if the charge
and rotation rate go to zero on the horizon compared to upstairs.

Fourth, the famous
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“Hawking radiation” ceases to exist – if it is true that at the proper time of the not inwardbound twin particle of a short-lived quantum fluctuation, the inward-bound partner cannot
possibly reach the infinitely far-away horizon to disappear behind it for good, as Hawking
had assumed.

Hence nothing prevents the horizon-bound particle from returning to its

waiting partner for their joint annihilation – so no Hawking radiation is produced. Fifth, the
new unchargedness implies that electrons can no longer be point-shaped since in this case
they could no longer be charged for being black holes themselves [O.E. Rossler, 2012].
Therefore space-time itself must be “bored open” in the very small – so that a very general
form of “string theory” applies in reality.
A way to empirically check on the new charge reduction exists: re-calculate the
electromagnetic properties of neutron stars. Their gravitational redshift of almost 30 percent
implies that the voltage of the jet-producing “battery” on their surface is reduced by the same
factor.

A second quantitative check concerns the observed properties of quasars (and

miniquasars): a new explanation of their giant electrical properties is implicit in the fourth
leaf. The differential in-falling rate of the lighter-and-faster electrons, compared to the
heavier-and-slower protons, in the hot plasma of the innermost layer of the accretion disk
around the central black hole, has a novel consequence: The electrons not only get sucked-in
faster but at the same time lose their charge earlier – so that a strong voltage gradient
predictably forms. Hence an improved Blandford mechanism (cf. [M. P. Galanin et all,]) to
explain the “quasar battery” becomes possible.
To conclude, a return to a pivotal point in the immediate prehistory of general
relativity was proposed. Since generations of scientists have worked in the neighborhood of
the same point (cf. [H. Dehnen et all, 1960][G. Castagnetti et all, 1997] [G. Weinstein, 2012][
J. Norton et all, 2012]), it appears unlikely at first sight that the “archeological” method has a
chance. On the other hand, the same method was proposed by Maxwell when he suggested a
return to the origin of a past “gold vein” as a royal road to scientific progress, because a
“sister vein” would invariably be waiting there (cf. [M. Goldman, 1983] – the exact reference
page is momentarily elusive). Whether or not the above “clover” is a 4-tiered success story
can only be judged from a sufficient historical distance since the empirical checks proposed
will take their time. Was the use of the word “ontological” justified?
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